Jail Reentry for People with Substance Use Disorder

Part 1: Meeting Immediate Needs
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My Passion

• Professionally – I have a technical background that emphasizes organization, best practices and optimized performance.
1. **Production Order Information**
   - The order information is quickly incorporated into the production line.

2. **Timely Production**
   - Efficiently producing vehicles with different specifications one at a time, in a timely manner while ensuring high quality.

3. **Replacement of Parts Used**
   - Only those parts that have been used up are retrieved in a timely manner.

4. **Production of Parts Retrieved**
   - Efficiently producing and replenishing only those parts that have been retrieved.
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Purpose of SAS

Clarity of Mind + Stability of Environment = Ability to Discover Purpose
Dashboard - Substance Abuse Solutions: SAS


- **1015**: Number of intakes performed by UCHRA’s SAS
- **184**: Number of clients placed into treatment
- **100**: Number of clients placed in permanent housing
- **4098**: Number of interactions / Recovery Services Provided
- **21**: Number of Veterans served
- **10411**: Number of nights clients have been placed in emergency housing
- **728**: Number of transportation trips provided to clients
- **345**: Number of clients from the justice system
- **302**: Number of clients served via the Social Work and Police Partnership (SWAPP)
For more information:
Glen Sayes
Email: gsayes@uchra.com
THANK YOU!
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